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Student improv
group performs
on campus
Bad Genetics draws
energy from audience
support and enthusiasm
during skits
| Page 3

NIU students
return to classes
Amid the chaos of news
cameras and memorials,
students at NIU tried
to return to normalcy
yesterday
| Page 3
Airline disputes
role in death
of passenger
American Airlines says
it tried to help a woman
who was having trouble
breathing, but her cousin
disagrees
| Page 6

Baseball wins
1 of 3 games vs.
W. Kentucky

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

County prosecutor likely to be chosen in primary
GOP candidates to battle for position for the first time in nearly 50 years; no Dems running
By Liu Halvtrstadt
Editor in Chief
I'or the first time since 1960, the
Wood County county prosecutor will likely be chosen in a primary election.
Four Republican candidates
— each running their first political campaigns — hope they'll
get voters' approval on March 4.
No Democratic or independent
candidates have joined the race.
All of the candidates are
emphasizing their experience
in a prosecutor's office. Both
Mark Tolles and Matt Reger have
served as city prosecutors. Linda
Holmes and Paul Dobson are
assistant county prosecutors.
The winner of the primary will
replace Kay Fischer, who was

appointed county prosecutor in
2003. Fischer ran
unopposed
in
2005 and decided not to seek
re-election this
Paul
year. His fouryear term ends In
Dobson
Ianuary2009.
Asst. county
Holmes said
prosecutor
she immediately
knew she wanted
to run when she heard Fischer's
decision.
The Virginia native began
working in the Wood County
prosecutor's office in September
1983 and eventually served as
juvenile prosecutor. In 1994,
she was appointed chief of the
office's civil division.

Ohio's
superdelegates
could have
major role

Despite high
expectations, the

Because the
civil
division
prosecutors represent the county
and its office
holders.
leadstrainingsessions for county
office holders on
everything from
zoning to public
prosecutor
reCords requests.
Holmes said
these sessions encourage county officials to focus on public
services and have helped her
make contacts with a variety of
county leaders.
Given her 23 years of experience in the county prosecutor's
office, I lolmes said she would be
the most qualified candidate.

I
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I
I
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Matt
Reger
BG city

R
Linda
Holmes

Asst. county
prosecutor

Ing certain prosecutors to specific

"If I'm elected,
the
transition
between the current prosecutor
and mvsell would
be almost scamless," she said.
That doesn't
mean
she

types of cases and
regions in the
county,
Thlswouldhelp

Mark
Tolles
w
m
°»k]n'<
' Local BG
to make some
attorney
cnanges 1() ,h(,

office.
Holmes said she would like to
hire a second civil attorney and
offer prosecutors more training

opportunities.
Reger has proposed more signifkant changes.
He said he would advocate a
community prosecution program that would involve assign

to address small
issues
before

thej

become

larger problems,
he said.
Reger, who has
served as Bowling
Green prosecutor since 2000,
said the shift would also allow
prosecutors to better communicate with local officials
and address crime problems
together.
If elected. Reger said he would
See PROSECUTE o.ige2

Democratic
candidates
court the
state's top
officials

Falcons fell twice to the

JAMIE ANDREA YANAK

Hilltoppers on Friday

LOOK-A-LIKE: McCain laughs with supporter Jack Doyle, who IcvMcCain, while appear at a town hall meeting m Rocky River. Ohio yesterday

and Saturday

| Page 7

McCain: Americans must
realize successes in
for a GOP nomination
By Liz Sidoti
The Associated Press

Rich Americans
deserve praise
People with large
fortunes worked hard
for their money and
should be considered
role models, says
columnist Brian Kutzley
|Paoe4

My journey to
self-discovery
Guest columnist Jennifer
Dietsch discusses what
it's like to realize you're
gay after growing up in
a religious environment
| P.O. 4

1

How far are
you traveling
for spring break?

ANTHONY ANTOINE.
Junior. Telecommunications
"An 18-hour bus ride."

|Pao.4

TODAY
Heavy Snow/Wind
High: 31. Low: 13

TOMORROW
Few Snow Showers
High: 23. Low: 8

k

The race for the Democratic
presidential nomination
and the fate of the election
could rest in the hands of
795 superdelegates.
Because the race is tighter than in previous elections, these delegates are
attracting New York Sen.
Hillary Clinton and Illinois
Sen. Barack Obama to
campaign in states that
have yet to hold primaries,
including Ohio.
A superdelegate is a
member of the DemocraticNational Committee who
has an automatic vote for
president at its national
convention when the par-

THE SUPERDELEGATES:
Sixteen o* Ohio's 19 superdelegates
are pictured above. Two additional
superdelegates for the state will be
chosen in May.
ty's nomination is officially
announced.
According to ohiodems.org,
Ohio's official Democratic Web
site, Ohio has 1G2 delegates, and
21 of them are superdelegates.
While delegates are supposed
to vote for their district's choice,
superdelegates aren't tied to voters' decisions.
Superdelegates
are
Democratic governors, senators,
house members and other party
members and officials.

Twenty-one
Ohioans
qualify, and two will be
chosen in May.
Five
have
already
endorsed a candidate. Gov.
Ted Strickland and Hep.
Stephanie Tubbs-Jones have
been outspoken Clinton
supporters. But Obama also
recently received endorsements from DNC members: former President Bill
Clinton's campaign manager David Wilhelm, President
See DELEGATES | Page 2

BGSU offers different look at music
By St«v» KunlcUr
Reporter
The field of ethnomusicology provides students with a
chance to gain a better perspective of musical fields.
And at the University, there's
a whole department devoted
toil.
Ethnomusicology is a cultural approach to studying music
that explores music from a
global perspective.
The program has grown on
campus since it started in 1997,
with an increase in faculty
devoted to the courses, said
David Harnish, a professor in
the College of Musical Arts.

Paul

To meet the demand, the
department employs two
Yoon
instructors and three profesInstructor of
sors.
Ethnomusicology at
The program emphasizes
the University
both performing music and
learning ethnomusicology
theories, Yoon said.
"Our program has more perThe University created the
ethnomusicology masters pro- forming ensembles than those
gram after students expressed who have a more theoretical
interest in exploring ethno- bias," he said.
musicological studies for theThere are about BOO students
taking classes in ethnomusisis projects.
While the University isn't cology. Students can choose
the only school to offer studies between 12 and 14 classes,
in ethnomusicology, it offers including ones offered during
a different focus, said Paul the summer.
Yoon, an ethnomusicology
instructor.
See MUSIC | Page 2

ROCKY RIVER, Ohio — lohn
Mot .mi said yesterday that to
win the White House he must
convince a war weary country
that U.S. policy in Iraq is succeeding. If he can't "then I lose. 1
lose," the Republican said.
He quickly backed off thai
remark.
"let me not put it that stark.'
the likely GOP nominee told
reporters on his campaign bus.
"Let me just put it this way;
Americans will judge my candi
dacy first and foremost on how
they believe I can lead the country both from our economy and
lor national security. Obviously.
Iraq will play a role in their judgment of my ability to handle
national security.
"If I may, I'd like to retract Til
lose.' But I don't think there's
any doubt that how they judge
Iraq will have a direct relation
to their judgment of me, mj
support of the surge." McCain
added. Clearly. I am tied to it to
a large degree."
The five-year-old Iraq conflict already is emerging as ,i
fault line in the general election, with the Arizona senator
calling for the U.S. military to
continue its mission while his
Democratic opponents urge

speed] withdrawal.
While most Republicans still
back the war. many independents and Democrats don't. That
presents a significant challenge
for McCain and an opportunity for either Barack Obama or
I Hilary Rodham Clinton.
McCain acknowledged the
war will be "a significant factor in how the American people
judge my candidacy."
The lead Republican on
the Senate Armed Services
Committee. McCain has consistently backed the war although
he's long crit icized t he way it was
waged after the Saddam I iussein
fall. 1 le was an original proponent of President Bush's troopincrease strategy, having called
for more forces on (he ground
for several years. List spring.

"All of us want out of
Iraq, the question
is how do we want
out of Iraq?"
\ict ain went all in on the war by
embracing it as Bush took heat
for boosting troop levels to quell

violence.
"Wecan fail In Iraq," McCain
said yesterda) in an Associated
Press interv iew. But, he added:
I see a clear path to success in
Iraq." lie defined that as fewer
casualties and Iraqi troops taking over security to allow U.S.
forces to return home. "All of us
want out of Iraq, the question
is how do we wani out of Iraq."
he added,
McCain has signaled that
he plans to make Iraq and
national security a major part
of his general election campaign. Daily, he accuses both
Obama and Clinton as wanting 10 "wave the white flag of
surrender.'' Democrats, lor their
part, are arguing thai McCain's
candldacj is simply a continuation of Bush's "failed" policies.
I hey have seized on a previous McCain remark in which he
suggested that U.S. troop pus

ence ai some level could
extend 100 years or more.
At a town hall style meeting
in suburban Cleveland, McCain
accused Democrats of distorting that comment and sought
to explain. "The war will beovet
soon, the war for all intents and
purposes, although the insurgency will go on lor years and
years and years. But it will be
handled by the Iraqis, not by us."
he said. Like after other wars, he
said, the United States then will
decide "what kind of security
arrangement we want to have

with the Iraqis."
While Met ain attracts voters
across the political spectrum, he
is sure to face resistance this tall
for his Iraq position in Ohio and

VISIT BGHEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA.AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See MCCAIN
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PROSECUTE
From Page 1

emphasize greater contact with
Ideal resident - to help them better understand the criminal Juslice system.
"I think it's always important
KI remember the second pan
ill our name: public servant.''
Regersaid.
Reger was an assistant city
prosecutor and a Wood Count)
judicial attorney before becoming city prosecutor.
[biles
who held Hegel's
post from 1^92 to 2000 and
was assistant city prosecutor
t!..m 1989 to 1992 and from
2000 to 2001 — said his more
recent experience as a private
practice lawyer in Bowling
Green makes him the most
qualified candidate.
[biles said representing
clients al the Wood County
Courthouse has helped him see
inefficiencies'' from the defendant's perspective.
In a large sense. I've got a
hotter sense of the county," he
said. "I don't know if |the other
candidates! necessarily know
what anybody else in the county thinks about anything."
What those outside the
prosecutor's office think, Tolles
said, is that more information

DELEGATES
From Page 1

cil Teamsters' local 416 Sonny
Nardl and Cincinnati Mavor
MarkMallory.
Mallory announced his
support for Obama during a
rally at the city's Tilth Third
Center yesterday.
Following his announcement. Mallory told The
BG News it was a difficult
decision.
Obama has a better grasp
with urban issues, Mallory
said, and the mayor and presidential candidate share similar
campaign experiences.
"Both of us were seen as
outsiders.' Mallory said. "(We
don't have| enough experience,
can't raise money, we are only
weirds. Our campaigns were
strikingly similar."
Mallory said he had spoken
with both candidates several
times in the past few weeks,
and when he made his decision
luci clays ago. hec ailed Obama
to let him know. He spoke
to Clinton yesterday before

should be made available to
defendants so they can more
qu ickly decide whet her to plead
guilty or not guilty and that
time spent in the courtroom
should he more productive.
If he were elected. Tolles said,
he would continue to make time
to talk to constituents about
issues that concern them.
Recently, much of the discussion has involved problems
associated with domestic violence and embezzlement cases.
Training sessions for citizens
on these topics would be helpful, Tolles said.
Dobson, an assistant prosecutor in the county's criminal
division, said he has the most
experience with these and other
criminal cases and is the most
qualified candidate.
Voters should look for experience and leadership, and as
a criminal prosecutor, Dobson
said he has that experience.
"I am the only candidate who
is a criminal prosecutor," he
said. That's what I do."
It's crucial that the prosecutor have plenty of experience
prosecuting felony offenses and
managing other prosecutors,
Dobson said.
As co-chief of the county's
criminal division of prosecutors, Dobson supervises the
office's largest group.

Before becoming a Wood
County prosecutor, Dobson
served as Bowling Green city
prosecutor. From 1996 to 1998,
he was an assistant county
prosecutor. Dobson spent four
years as a corporate lawyer but
returned to the county prosecutor's office in 2002.
If elected, Dobson said he
would strengthen supervisors'
authorities in order to "ensure
the public get information in
the most expedient manner."
The winning candidate is
expected to receive an annual
salary of SI 15,703 as long as he
or she doesn't maintain a private law practice.
Whoever is elected, two
officials hope to see more efficiency in the county prosecutor's office.
Prosecutors should make
every effort to be available to
officers and detectives involved
in felony cases. PerrysburgChief
of Police Rick (Jilts said.
Though Gilts hears from
county prosecutors often and
has been courted by each of the
candidates, he said the relationship between police and prosecutors is "one that has to be
continually nurtured."
Relationships between the
county prosecutor's office
and area municipal courts are
strong, but growth in the coun-

announcing his decision.
On Saturday. Strickland
gave the introduction before
Clinton's speech and delivered
a message continuing her mantra of having more experience
and comparing the untested
Obama to President Hush when
he first ran for president.
Strickland was one of the
first superdelegates to endorse
Clinton; heannounced his support of the New York senator
even before the Iowa caucus.
These serious times call for
a leader with Hillary Clinton's
strength and experience,"
Strickland said during his
announcement of endorsement last November. "Hillary
has what it takes to win Ohio
and take hack the White House
in 2008. Her commitment to
rebuilding the middle class
and expanding opportunity for
all Americans is exactly what
this country needs
Strickland staffer Allison
Kolodziej. who is currently
working on the campaign
committee, said there was little
doubt about who the governor
would endorse.

"Gov. Strickland believes
she is the best person to run
the country," Kolodziej said.
"She is the best person to tackle the housing crisis in Ohio
and to help ensure that every
American has health insurance."
Although Obama showed
support for Strickland when
he ran for governor, Strickland
and Clinton have been working
together for the past 12 years
and is the better candidate for
president, Kolodziej said.
Although they don't have to
vote witb their constituency,
many superdelegates — like
Mallory — are influenced by
voters in their region.
Following a news story
about his previous indecision,
Mallory said he heard from
many of his local citizens.
"|l| got lots of calls and emails, mostly telling me to
support Obama," he said. "I
got three or four calls in support of Clinton, but it was very
lopsided."
The Associated Press
contributed to this report.

ty can contribute to backlogs,
said Doug Spencer, chief bailiff
at Perrysburg Municipal Court.
Greater delays result when
a single person is charged
with a felony and a misdemeanor. Felony cases such as
murder or burglary — which
are tried at the Wood County
Court of Common Pleas —
must be finished before lesser charges can be addressed
in municipal courts.
"There's an awful lot of felony
cases that get bound over that
don't get handled in the time
that everybody probably wants
them to be," Spencer said.
It wouldn't hurt to hire more
prosecutors if the budget allows,
he said.
Rowling Green officials
were not available for comment last week.
Whichever candidate voters choose will be qualified
to run the prosecutor's office,
Wood County Sheriff Mark
Wasylyshyn said.
Wasylyshyn — who is running unopposed in the primary — said he and other local
officials would speak up if
they felt any of the candidates
weren't qualified.
"Most (police and sheriff
deputies!are iusl 'tying,0 slay
in the back seat in this race,"
Wasylyshyn said.

MCCAIN
From Page 1

other swing states that have
seen high numbers of residents
die in Iraq.
Over the next eight months,
McCain said he would lake the
same approach when discussing Iraq that he's taken all year
as he won primary after primary on his way to securing
the GOP nomination.
Speaking to reporters on
his bus, he said he would "tell
them that I understand their
frustration and their sorrow
over the sacrifice that has been
made and then I try to explain
to them what's at stake and
what's going on there now. And
that's the best I can do."
McCain said his candidacy
will be successful "if I can convince the American people,
the people of Ohio, that this is
succeeding, that the casualties
will continue down, although
there are occasional spikes."
"So I have to, and I believe
can, make an argument that
the surge is succeeding..."

"ln a way,
studying music
is studying
the culture."

MUSIC
From Page 1

Several fields employ students
with an education in ethnomusicology, including museums,
record labels and schools.
F.thnomusicology professors want students to take
away a greater understanding
of music that reaches beyond
popular culture.
For llarnish, studying ethnomusicology allows students to
learn more about the diversity
of music.
"In a way, studying music is
studying the culture. Studying
the music leads to an understanding of the culture,"
I larnish said.
The pursuit of understanding
music from around the world
has some professors in the ethnomusicology department traveling to other countries to study
the impact of music.
For Steve Cornelius, professor
of ethnomusicology, trying to
understand different types of
music like Afro/Cuban music
has brought him to Africa and
Cuba to better understand the
music played there.
Cornelius said he thinks
understanding the meaning
of different genres of music
allows people to better appre-

David riarnish | Professor

ciate the culture where the
music originates.
"We collect pieces and try
to understand bow people use
the music to identify themselves with cultural ideas,
political ideas or social ideas,"
Cornelius said.
Studying world music is
important to many colleges
across the country.
The commitment to studying the diversity of music is
so broad that the Society for
F.thnomusicology was created.
The organization supports ethnomusicology and studying
music in other cultures.
Society for Fthnomusicology
Executive Director Steve
Stuempfle said he believes
every college student should
look closely at taking a course in
ethnomusicology.
"IStudentsI will get a better
understanding of their favorite
types of music by listening to a
broader range of music |in the
class]," Stuempfle said.

BLOTTER
THURSDAY
3:24 P.M.
University student repotted
being targeted on Facebook and
MySpace. According to police
reports, the person is creating Web
pages about the student and posting personal information, including
phone number and home address.
A request has been sent to both
Facebook and MySpace for the profiles to be deleted.

4:59 P.M.
Student reported telephone harassment by her ex-boyfriend. The
ex-boyfnend left eight voicemail
messages calling the student several
offensive names and threatening
to kill the student and her new
boyfriend. The ex-boyfriend is not
a student at the University and the
information was passed on to city
police

SUNDAY
12 34 A.M.
Juvenile cited on North Enterprise
Street for disorderly conduct with
persistence, open container and
underage possession. An officer
stopped the female for walking
down the street with a 24-ounce
can of Bud Light. When an officer
searched her purse, he found three
additional cans of Bud Light and a
pack of cigarettes.

4:51 A.M.
University police found a student
on the roof of the Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity house. According to police
reports, the student was trying to
get into the door when the officer
arrived. The student is a member
of the fraternity, but didn't live in
the house One of the residents
informed the officer he was there
because of a fire alarm that had
gone off in Founders. The intoxicated student was left to sleep on
the couch and neither he nor the
house residents know how he got on
the roof

958 A.M.
A man reported being assaulted by
five men on North Enterprise Street.

1:13 P.M.
Two black leather couches were
reported stolen from the ground
floor of the southeast lounge of
Rodgers.

4 P.M.
A vehicle on South College Drive
was reported broken into and a stereo and CDs stolen.

10:11 P.M.
Kasey J. Wilson. 19. of Gibsonburg.
Ohio, was cited for unauthorized
plates and improperly handling firearms in a motor vehicle.

1:53 A.M.

Daffodil Days
MARCH 10,2008

The daffodil is
an early flower of spring
and a symbol of HOPE.
The American Cancer Society
is offering fresh daffodils
to raise money for cancer research.
education and patient
service programs.
500 of our neighbors use ACS.
Ten fresh daffodils
make up one bouquet.
Each bouquet can be delivered
for a minimum donation of $7.50.
Please enclose your donation
with this order form.
Make checks payable to: the ACS
and mail to:

Thank you!
No dorm deliveries.
Wood County orders only.
VOLUNTEERS:
Graduate Communication Assoc

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

**

Donor's Name (first & last)
Deliver

bouquet(s) to me (donor)

Street Address
Daytime Phone

Also, Deliver to the following people on my behalf
(Be sure recipient will be in town Mar. 10)
Name

Daytime Phone

Address

City

Name

#ol bouquets

Daytime Phone
City

PO Box 28, BGSU
(campus mail).

For all orders,
please use daytime addresses
as our volunteers
are donating their time
from 9 am to 5 pm.
One attempt will be
made to deliver.

k

(Please print all information on order form)

Daffodil Days,
Deadline to order is
Feb. 28, 2008

Nicholas Baker of Elyria, Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence.

#of bouquets

Daytime Phone
Address

City

— #ot bouquets

Donating a bouquet anonymously to a cancer patient or a

victims family, $7.50.
Donating $

to ACS.

$7.50 per bouquet payable to American Cancer Society.
Amount enclosed: $

1G1G E. WDDSTER
419.352.7200

Charge my BG1 Card - Faculty/Staff: Card#_
The amount of $
American
Cancer
Society f

AMERICA'S #1 SANDWICH DELIVERY!

OR

Orders due Thursday Feb. 28
Daffodil Days

campus- 372-8725

JIMMVJ0HNS.COM

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events talen from events bqsuedu

9 a.m. - 4 p.m
Imagining America
- Regional Networking
Conference
308 Union

Tu«day. February 26.2008 5

students return to classes, begin
Campus improv group
journey back to normalcy after shooting
feeds off audience
port
participation, reactions
By Don Babwin

have come lo Nil) In nllei slip

The Associated Press

10 -11 am
Spring Break Essentials
Raffle

By Kristen Zcnz
Reporter

Union Table Space

\oon I p.m
Weight Watchers
316 Union

5 - 8 :>T
SMART Mentor Interviews
Third Floor Union

Winding Road
306 Union

6:30-8 pm.
Adviser Meeting
Conklin Paulson Room

7-8p.m.
Levels of Initiative
Kreischei Ashley Activity Room

7:30 p.m.
Spring Film Directors Series
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

8pn
Blown Away! The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences Lab Building

Greek Leadership Team
Meeting
31S Union

President's Meeting
308 Union

UAO Presents "Tommy Boy"
Union Theater

STAR-STUDDED
PERFORMANCE

BRIAN SOONHOEFT

RAISE YOUR VOICE: Mnjer/SwKjwiiter
Meg Allison performs "Old Soul" for students
in the Falcons Nest Meg was a finalist on
USA network's hit TV show Nashville Star,
advancing to be one ol sir. final musicians.

Impromptu break dancing
competitions and a penis-eating monster that lives under
the bed are just two of the offthe-wall improvisations students will see if they attend
a performance of the Bad
Genetics improv group.
Bad Genetics, which senior
Grant Pardee founded two
years ago, is one of just two
improvisational groups on
campus.
Pardee, who was involved
with the other group — the
Plastic Shatners — decided to
form his own group to reflect
his style.
Most improv groups perform threc-to-five minute
skits that don't necessarily have common or recurring
themes. Instead, Bad Genetics
tries to center its skits around
one flowing story, like a movie,
he said.
The
group
is
influenced by groups such as
ImprovOlympic and Upright
Citizens Brigade, which also
perform long-form sketches,
said Pardee. executive producer of Bad Genetics.
The group takes suggestions
from the audience before a
performance.
Then
they
brainstorm ideas on the spot
and perform an hour and half
ol comedy sketches based on
the idea.
"A lot goes on during the
performances." said senior
fan Bill Daugherty. "There
are many sketches over the
course of two hours. That's
what keeps it entertaining."
This year the group has
focused on bringing variety
to the show, with guest speakers, short films, pre-written
sketches and musical guests.
Pardee said.
Although the movies are
hard to film and time-consuming to edit, they help
to warm up the crowd, said
Matt Burnside, who has pet
formed with Bad Genetics lot
two years.
The films set the par as to
what's to come throughout
the show.
"Don't expect to see a
stand-up routine when you
come,'' Burnside said. "You're
going to see some weird stuff.
Hie most ridiculous things
Mm can think of are the bare
minimum — we go above and
beyond the norm.''
Burnside said because the
seven-man team is so closeknit, they can play off of each
other in awkward situations,
milking for a heller show.

"Ultimately we want
to get a laugh out of
people, but we also
want to get better
ourselves..."
Matt Burnside I Performer

(iroup members are chosen
at open try-outs held at the
beginning of fall semester and
are selected by their fellow
Students. No faculty members
lead or organize the group.
As a result, the members
must get together and improve
their techniques on their own
through reading, research and
practice. They then use the
audience's response to gauge
their success.
"It's possible to do things
on our own, but having thai
interaction with the crowd
really makes il all the better."
Burnside said.
If the sketch isn't working,
they stop and start over again.
Daugherty said.
"There's never a dull moment," he said.
Daugherty, who has gone
to the shows for the past two
years, said they arc gaining
popularity and they usually
attract about 10 people.
While
audience
members are looking for a cheap
laugh, group members are
using the experience to hone
their skills.
Ultimately we want to get
a laugh oul of people, but we
also want to gel better ourselves, lo understand how to
gel a laugh out of people and,
at the same time, create a real
narrative and a real show,"
Burnside said.
Burnside.
along
with
Pardee and head sketch writer Mike Robinson, plans lo
move lo l.os Angeles next
February to study improv at
the Upright Citizens Brigade
Training Center.
Burnside said their inter
esl and dedication lo improv
was inspired at a young age
by shows such as "Saturday
Night live.' "Upright Citizens
Brigade,"
Conan O'Brien'
and "The Daily Show."
Ever since, they have been
researching improv on their
own by watching sketch comedy and reading about techniques, Burnside said.
Bad Genetics will perform
nexl on March 14 in the glas-.
courtyard across from the
food court in Pounders at 7
p.m. The show is free.

ANNUAL QDOBA
BRACKETVILLE TOURNAMENT!
2ND

DEKALB, III. — Students carried
backpacks stuffed with books,
headed in and oul of class,
grabbed something to eat and
plopped down in the library just
like always.
But there was nothing normal about Northern Illinois
University yesterday. Nol with
white crosses on a small knoll
and television news trucks
parked around campus. And nol
will) crime scene tape strung in
front of the auditorium where
II days earlier a gunman wordlessly pumped bullets and buck
shot into a crowded class, ending
the lives of five students before

taking his own
"You've got to move on." said
lonalhan Brock, a 25-year-old
studying industrial management, who was clearly not quite
reach to do thai as he looked fora
spot to add his thoughts to message boards on which students
have expressed their grief, faith
and anger.

One after another, students
said they were happy to be back
at classes lot the lnsi lime since
the shooting, doing what they
are supposed lo be doing—if for
no other reason than maybe il
could lake their minds off what
gunman Steven Ka/mierc/ak
had done.
"It was something lo do other

"It's terrible to think, (bun it's
going to be, 'Oh that's the shoot
ing school'" Beno said.
One ol students most seriously wounded in the attack,
Maria Ruiz-Santana, was to be
released yesterday from a hos
pital in Downers Grove, doctors
said Mure than _'(> pellets from a

single shotgun blast hit her in the
PAUL BEAIV

PAYING TRIBUTE:
;-«cat
a memorial for the Five Northern Illinois
University students killed on Valentine's
Day in DeKalb. III. Sunday.
than sit around and think about
it," I.ee Scon, a 21-year-old from
nearby Sycamore, said after
getting out of his sociological
inquiry class.
In mam classes, students used
silence to turn down teachers'
oilers lo talk about the shooting,
relieved to talk compute! science
or economics. Students instead
expressed determination to get
on with their lives.
"Thai's not going lo define my
college experience, one day out
of the three years I've been here."
said Dan Beno, a 211-year-old
junior from Beach Park.
But he knows he and his fellow
students will long be linked to
an art of madness, just like those
students from Virginia lech who

chest, head and neck, and sh<
underwent live hours ol surgery,
I he 20-year-old Ruiz, a crimi
nology major, is more resolved
than ever to go into law enforce
men) and isn't angry at hci
shooter, her lather said at a hos
pital news conference.
"She feels sorrj for this guy,
Alfredo Ruiz said.
But his daughter "was devastated" III learn Saturdaj thai
two friends. Catalina Garcia 211
and Ryanne Mace, 19, died in
the attack I he three had been
sitting together near the front ol
Cole Hall, Ruiz said.
His daughter remembers try
ing to stand up alter being shot
then hearing more shots. Shi
went down again and tried not
to move," he said.
On the quiet, rural campus
in DeKalb, students seemed to
leel thai maybe they aren't as
removed from the big city, 01
its perceived problems, as the)
believed. I Ir perhaps not as inde
pendent as they once thought.

117 Lehman: S405 plus utilities
109 N. Main: S360 plus utilities
114 S. Main St: $340 - S360 plus electric
117 N. Main St: S370 plus utilities
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OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

STUDENT ORGANIZATION AWARDS
Now Available for the 2008 Gregory T. DeCrane
Applauding Excellence Banquet
Please take a moment and recognize the
accomplishments of student organizations
and student organization members by
nominating outstanding groups/ individuals
for the Office of Campus Activities Student
Organization Awards.
Applications are due Wednesday, March 12,
2008 by 5pm and can he found by visiting
the Office of Campus Activities, 401 BTSU,
or www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved/pagc 1203(1.
html.

The Student Organization Awards recognize:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advisor of the Year
Citizenship Program of the Year
Crass-Cultural Program of Ihe Year
Emerging Male Leader of the Year
Emerging Female I eaderof the Year
I lonorary Organization ot the Year
Most Innovative Program of the Year
Most Outstanding leader of the Year
Most Outstanding Student Organization

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
Now Available for the 2008 Gregory T. DeCrane
Applauding Excellence Banquet
The Office of Campus Activities
encourages students 10 apply for tinGerald Saddlemlre Scholarship and
the Richard A. Lenhart Scholarship

I he Saddlemlre Scholarship recognizes

GRAB 2 OF YOUR FRIENDS FOR OUR
3 PERSON BURRITO EATING TOURNAMENT.
• Join us on Tuesday March 18 and be ready to chow down. Win free
burritosfor a year-and enjoy Tournament specials every Tuesday night.
• The contest will consist of a rtlay race whir* two of the team members must eat their entire burrtto tn the shortest
amount ofttme The first team to finish will be th« winner of that round and proceed to the next
• There will be 16 teams The contest will be limited to the first IS entries for each div!sion-ih« /6th entries will be raffled
off the first night of the tournament
• • A one-time entry fee of 55 per team member will apply (includes t-shtn and burntos).
• All entries, fees and waivers are due at rhe restaurant by Friday. March Hth
• The first round of the contest will bepn on Tuesday. March 18th, and continues every Tuesday for * weeks- rh*
championship round will be held on April 8th Prizes will be given for 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners.

BOWLING GREEN

129 S Main St
419.353.7200
www.qdoba.com

MEXICAN GRIIL

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO LOVE AT QDOBA?™
I

Students who are completing their
sophomore year and have excelled
academically in and out of the classroom.
Hie l.enhart Scholarship is available to
students who have been involved with
Ihe University Activities Organization.
Undergraduate Student Government,
and Ihe Off-Campus Connection
OrganizaUon. These scholarships artdue to the Office of Campus Activities,
401 BTSU, by 5pm Friday,
I i-l)i iiai \ 29,2008.
The Office of die Dean of Students
encourages student! to applv for the
Hazel H. Smith Scholarship and
the SICSIC Scholarship. The Smith
Scholarship is available to full-time

nil campus/commuter students who
have excelled academically. The SICSIC
Scholarship awards either a junior or
senior that has excelled academically,
while displaying outstanding qualities
of leadership ami initiative. These
scholarships arc due to the Office of the
Dean of Students, 301 BTSU, by 5pm
Friday, March 14,2008.

All applications and further descriptions
of these awards .in- available by visiiing
the Office of Campus Activities or
www bgsu.edu/gelinvolved/
pagell64S.html.
i in additional information,
ple.isi- contact the Oflice of
Campus Activities at 419-372-2343.

-Office of

Campu!
Act
Division of Student Affairs
Bowling Green State University
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"Both of us were seen as outsiders."—Mark Mallory, mayor of Cincinnati on Sen. Barack Obama
[see story, pg.1.]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET: SPRING BREAK EDITION

"A 21/2-hour car

"An 11-hour car ride."

"A six-hour car ride."

"A four-hour flight "

DAY 2: How far wyoutravding for spring break?

k

ride"

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
MELANIE WAGNER.
Freshman, undecided

JOHN BECKER.

HEATHER CONNORS.
Freshman, biology

BRIAN GUERIN.
Junior.
Sports Management

Junior.
Construction Maragment

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Rich people keep the American dream alive j Self-identity tangled
"The Dave Thomases of the world
in religious roots
demonstrate the greatness of American
economics. I like them. I admire them.
I want to be them."
I would like lo dedicate this
column to the rich. More pertinently, I wish in thank them.
Simply put, the) make my life
more pleasant. I hey make this
country worth) ol its dream.
How does someone become
rich? The Dave Thomases of the
world demonstrate the greatness ni American economics. I
like them. I admire them. I want
in be them. And it scares me
thai we are starting to tell the
next generation thai these individuals arc somehow evil, that
they arc ai fault fur all the ills in
American society. Personally I
belieie the) are evcry-thing that
is right and good in our society.
Dave Thomas was a high
school dropout. This story's
pretty well known, so III
skip in the fun part. Having

created Wendy's from the
ground up, Dave realized he.
the American dream, was a
role model. So he went hack
to high school, gol his GED,
,iiul was voted "Most likely lo
Succeed" at his senior prom
[rumored, couldn't confirm).
Also, being adopled, Dave
Thomas created the Dave
I homas I oundatJon for
Adoption. I lack the space to
document his other achieve
nienls, but they include a slint
in the military and some brilliant business insights.

lint what about the stories
thai aren't rags-ln-riches? Hill
dales was not adopled. In fact,
he started rich.
But rather than decking out
his "crib" for mindless luxury
and entertainmenti Gates went
on to become one of the greatest
innovators and businessmen of
all lime.
I le gives enormous sums
of money lo charities and
even started his own. the Hill
& Melinda dales Foundation,
whose massive undertakings
have improved everything front
infant mortality rates in thirdworld countries to educational
opportunities for impoverished
neighborhoods right here In the

more personal reasons. They
prove what it means to succeed.
They do not make their fortune
and then spend it recklessly. (I
disown "musicians" and "entertainers" at this point, obviously.!
They continue to invest smartly,
to run their businesses effectively, and lo not only make
more money, bul make money
for more people.

U.S. What the u.s. government

bulk of this country, and the

has never slice ceded in doing,
regardless of how high they
boost taxes — getting inner-city
schools the equipment, funding and computers they need
Kill dales has begun as a

result is their just reward.
To anyone who is opposed
to "tax cuts for ihe rich," please
slop thinking thai slogan is
clever. Ol course the rich benefit
from lax cms. But so does Ihe
person making $16,000 a year,
who (thanks to President Bush)
gels lo keep a little more of thai
all-loo-scarce money.
More pertinently;, the rich
have earned their money, just
like rite rest of us. Bill dates owes
me nothing.
Besides, what possible utility
might come from higher taxes?
People argue that money needs

private initiative.
These projects are only a
sample of the philanthropic
work being done in the US by its
richest members. I he work has
much left to do, bul thai doesn't
change the facl thai these individuals are doing more dun any
government bureaucracy could
hope to accomplish.
I also admire the rich for

of all the people that have
complained about rich children
being able lo "write their own
ticket" into Harvard or Vale, slop
and think for a second: they're
going IO I larvard or Vale. They
are mil lazy, nor are they bums
taking advantage of society. They
are working harder than the vast

to be redistributed, so that
more people might be happy.
They have this image in their
minds of Bill Gates diving into
a pit of gold like Scrooge from
Duck Tales.
Instead, that money is kept
in banks, and il is thai money
that people like me will access
for home loans, car loans and
education loans that make life
more immediately enjoyable for
all of us.
I thank them for their
wealth, because they do share
it with me.
I just happen to not be so
crass as to demand it as my
right. Simply put. I deserve
nothing by sole merit of
my existence.
Reagan once said ihe GOP
was "the party that wants to
see an America in which people can still gel rich." One of
my favorite authors, Ayn Rand,
once explained of those who
wished to destroy American
economics: "Do not raze all
shrines; that will frighten men.
Instead, enshrine mediocrity,
and your shrines are razed."
We have stigmatized our
grealest workers and thinkers
and glorified "the masses." We
are supposed lo be a country
that values the individual.
Instead, by advocating for
grotesque simplifications as "the
middle class" and "Ihe impoverished," we threaten to raze the
American Dream lo the gutters. I
hope to be rich one day.

— Res/mul to Brian at

thenews9bptews.com.

Get ready, get set and get inspired to vote
1M\
m
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While I may or may not agree with Barack
Obama, he has one thing

ZACH
FRANKS

that no other candidate has shown me:
the ability to inspire."

Well we are about halfway
through the spring semester
and that usually means one
thing—spring break! While I
look forward lo the chance to
gel away and beat ihe cabin
fever that has set in over the
past couple months, there is
another reason to be excited as
well: the Ohio primaries.
I feel a little lorn between my
choice lo fly to ihe other side
of lhe counlry and my privilege to vole in the primaries.
While I have already made the
choice to vole early and catch
my plane mil west, I fear many
of my fellow students will not
plan far enough ahead to do so.
I don't think many realize
how large of a role our slate is
going to play in the party nominations, at least the Democratic
parly. While it seems that the
Republican party nominee is
all bin sei in stone, I think il
is important that we all really

take ihe Democratic nomination as seriously as possible,
While these may not be the
presidential elections, they are
so very important because they
give us choice. While I hate
the fact that our system comes
dow n in two choices, some
choice is better than no choice.
But what choices are we
really getting in ihe overall
scheme of things? I feel that
we are resting our decisions all
those huge issues such as the
war. healthcare, immigration
and Social Security.
I know how ridiculous I
would sound if I were to say the
candidates' stances on those
issues don't matter, and 1 won't
make that mistake.
What really bothers me,
though, is thai these candidates always seem able to buffalo voters into thinking that
they are the answer. Why do we

forget thai we are the answer?
The president can make
promise after promise aboui
our exit strategy in Iraq, how
to universalize health care
and how to fix Social Security,
but what promises have we
actually seen come to fruition?
While all good things take
time, it seems we always get
too hopeful that as soon as a
leader makes a promise, it is
going (o happen.
We need to come to the
realization that change is not
going to happen unless we
make il happen. It does not
just come down to voicing
our opinion in the primaries
and election, but in choosing
senators, representatives, laws,
taxes and public policy.
I think what our election
really boils down lo is: Who
do we want to be the face of
America? What should we

actually be looking for in a
President? The answer may be
simpler than we can imagine.
We should be looking for
somebody who will recognize
us as means lo an end. This
country seems lo be back on
its heels with our current situations. We need somebody to
help us realize that il is up lo us
to put this country back on the
right track. We need somebody
to inspire us.
So, no, I do not agree with
1 Hilary Clinton when she
claims America needs somebody who is "presidential."
We have been electing the
"presidential" type for too
long. The change I believe that
America needs is not necessarily a change of administration,
hut a change in inspiration.
While I may or may not
agree with Barack Obama, he
has one thing that no other
candidate has shown me: the
ability to inspire.
When I look at the other candidates and think of them as
president, 1 picture them sitting
in the Oval Office,

JENNIFER DIETSCH ! til.i M COLUMNIST

"I was hearing 'bad,

What upsets me the most about
the big debate over Christianity
and the Bible and queer and
trans people is that a lot of people don't know that many of us
were, at least at one time, very
devout in our religion. So please
allow me lo share the religious
part of my coming out with you.
I was baptized in a little
white dress, like many children are when they arc too
young to remember. As a
baptized Presbyterian child I
went to church and Sunday
school. Kvcry Wednesday I
went to church for after-school
Christmas musical practice. I-or
a year I even went lo a Uitheran
church and participated in iheir
evening kid's Bible program with
a friend of mine who was the
daughter of a Lutheran pastor. I
loved my church family.
And as a child I had crushes
on other girls, wanting lo be
friends, bin more with them. I
was a tomboy, artistic, a thinker
and somewhat of a loner. From
ages 8 to 12 I went to church
camp each summer at Kirkmont
(as a girl who lives in my hall
will attest to). I went through
(i infirmation class with the
other teens and pre-teens my
age and was proudly confirmed
into the Presbyterian church as a
full- voting member, kind of like
a Bat Mitzvah, if you would..
I learned about the Bible and
grew very close lo the figure 1
called God. I read the parts of
the Bible about homosexuality,
I cursed gays and I even read
the special pages in my teen
Bible about homosexuality and
finding hope.
Bul even during this time
my attractions, my fascinations
with girls continued to grow,
though I did not recognize it
as that at the time. Age 14 was
the first time 1 questioned my
sexual orientation, but I told
myself, "No, 1 can't be, I'm
Christian, 1 like hoys." 1 prayed
about it. but I continued to still
have those feelings.
I dated a few boys — they
were OK, but it was more of a
status thing then an attraction.
When I was 171 had come i <ut to
myself and had started dating a
girl online.
But when I did, my appetite
shut off. To me it was a punishment from the God I loved and
trusted. I haled myself, I hated
what I was. 1 dropped weight. 1
self-mutilated a little bit. And by
tlie time I was 181 couldn't take
it anymore.
I was so tired of hating myself,
of crying when I prayed, of not
being able lo be myself. The
Christian God said, "You can't
sit on the fence," and "confess
all your sins," but to me the feelings I had were so good. When

dirty, immoral,
disgusting

BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
artkles and columns since
2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editos

I would write or dream about
that perfect girl it felt so good, so
comforting to my loneliness, so
safe and so accepting.
I couldn't follow Christianity,
because 1 was hearing "bad,
dirty, immoral, disgusting
homosexual" from the God I
loved, the church 1 belonged to
and this little voice inside me
saying "a partner, a mate, who
has the same body, the same
curves, the same soft skin you do
is what you are meant to have."
Unlike the h2o speaker I was
never molested, never sexually,
menially or physically abused
by anyone. I grew up with a
dominant, but loving father and
a submissive, bul strong mother
— my parents were equals to
each odter.
I did not choose this. I had
lo make one of tlie hardest
decisions of my life to leave the
church and find my path so I
could be happy.
When debating gay VS. God
and accepting denominations,
like the Unitarian and the
Hpiscopal vs. the evangelist and
lixodus, the individual people
gel lost in Ihe mix and get the
cold shoulder from the people
they called their family.
To everyone out there, I wish
to share with you the second
and third "1 really rather you
didn'ts" of tlie Pastafarian
faith, the faith I found after
an exhausting spiritual quest
through paganism, atheism,
agnosticism and more.
I'd Really Rather You Didn't
I Ise My I \isieiice As A Means
To Oppress, Subjugate, Punish.
Eviscerate, And/Or. You Know,
Be Mean To Others. 1 Don't
Require Sacrifices, And Purity Is
For Drinking Water, Not People.
I'd Really Rather You Didn't
ludge People for The Way They
Look, Or I low They Dress, Or
The Way They Talk. Or, Well, lust
Play Nice, Okay? Oh, And Get
This Through You Thick Heads:
Woman=Person, Man=Person.
Samey-Samey. One is Not Better
Than The Other, Unless We're
Talking About Fashion And
I'm Sorry. But I Gave That To
Women And Some Guys Who
Know The Difference Between
Teal And Fuchsia.
— I he I sell is a senior majoring
in psychology.
Respond lo her column at
theneu>s@bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND

See FRANKS | PageS
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the God I loved."
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Setting our sights on the shores of history
HKKUCATA | GUEST COLUMNISI

As the I Xmiocratic (invention
approaches, the one held 40
years ago in Chicago offers an
insight into how the next election
might turn out.
to 1968 the United States was
embroiled in the unpopular
Vietnam War, with hundreds of
thousands of protesters marching in the streets. Today the U.S.
is stuck in the unpopular war in
Iraq. Although the number of
protest marches is down, opinion
polls show greater discontent
with this war.
It was not until after the 1968
elections that a Gallup poll
revealed a slight majority of
Americans favored a withdrawal
from Vietnam. Today before the
party's nominating conventions,
three in five Americans (60 percent) think US forces should get
out of Iraq within a year.
Nevertheless unlike the
thousands of protesters battling
police outside the Democrats'
'68 National Convention, there
will lie no mass protests at either
party's com ention despite an
ongoing war and an unpopular
incumbent president.
There will be none for three
obvious reasons. There is no
draft .and therefore college
students, who formed the backbone of the Vietnam protests,
do not have to think about
trudging in a swampy jungle
after trampling the trimmed
lawns of their campuses. The

"Hope is what drives the voters to the
polls. It's what keeps the weeds of cynicism
from strangling democracy's flowers."
number of soldiers in Iraq is a
third of what we had deployed
in Vietnam — 160.000 versus
500,000 — and that includes the
latest "surge" of troops.
Finally, this war's "embedded" media in our military limits
opportunities to beam home
images of civilian carnage, and
thus there is less anger and shock
than accompanied the gritty
Vietnam War photos from more
independent journalists.
But most importantly there is
another reason: Cynicism has not
corrupted our spirit. In '68 there
was a growing sense of cynicism,
best expressed by the growing
boomer population, which fed
the nation's anger and discouragement with politics.
At the June 1968 national
convention of the Students for
Democratic Society, the largest
student organization to ever
exist in the U.S., the predominant attitude was that the up
coming election was a fraud that
would only foster the illusion of
democracy. There was little hope
that electoral politics could end
the war.
The chance for that hope
was dashed when Democratic
presidential candidate Bobby
Kennedy was assassinated a

week before the SDS meeting.
He was on the way to winning
over the doubtful, even anti-war
folk singer Phil Ochs, known for
his cynical ballad "lave me, I'm
a Liberal".
Today thatsenseofhopeis
being expressed most visibly
through the younger generation
embracing another relatively
neophyte politician Sen. Barack
Obama, to the chagrin of Sen.
Hillary Clinton, who is as respectable a legislator as Sen. I lubert
I lumphrey was in 1968.
Both I lillary and Humphrey
have legislative track records that
are significant and progressive.
But fate dealt each a hand with
an Ace of Spades, that killer card,
one that portends doom despite
its apparent value. In both of their
cases it's an ex-president or soon
to be ex-president.
I lumphrey, who was the
strongest critic of the Vietnam
War inside the Lyndon B.
Johnson administration, had to
keep his saber in his sheath during the campaign so as not to
wound his former commander
in chief. Hillary has to keep
reminding everyone and anyone that she is not another Bill
Clinton; she is truly a progressive
in her own right.

who will challenge us to step
up and act like citizens of this
great nation.
I must say that for the first
time in my life, I have become
inspired by a government
official.
So what 1 ask of my fellow
students is to t i ml a candidate

that inspires you, no matter
who it is.
lust remember that this
election will have a profound
effect on our future, especially
the state of the economy as we
graduate and our state of foreign relations.
Let us finally elect a leader

Like I lumphrey, she has a
dominant ex-president as her
closest and most public ally. And
in her eagerness for the ex-president's crown, like I lumphrey,
she has muted her own potential
for inspiring change in the way
things are done in the Capitol.
A replay of I lumphrey's valiant
but ultimate failure at the polls
should cause a I tauocrat's heart
to skip a beat. I listory does not
repeat itself, but it does have an
ebb and flow.
The question that many
Democrats are asking themselves is: Which ship can make
it to shore this time in history?
I he si/e of the crowds and their
enthusiasm give clear indication
who they believe can make it.
They have hope. And hope,
not resumes, wins elections, no
matter how long or meritorioMs.
I lope is what drives the voters
to the polls. It's what keeps the
weeds of cynicism from strangling democracy's flowers. It is
why there will bo no repeat of the
'68 Chicago convention's niiiss
demonstrations. And it is why the
nominee, who can capture the
spirit of that hope, will reach the
shore next fall.
— licalaffOiUuiterlfroin the
University In 1969. Ileieasstuilent
Ixxty president in i96R-69mul
served (is president of the hXISU
Students fur Democratic Society
diopter. Respond to his column ill

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The biological need for
lust, and therefore love
First of all, I am an atheist.
I reject Krishna Mutgi's and
Amanda Tucker's arguments
that God's "Word" is the ultimate deciding factor in who
can or cannot fall in love
and/or have sex |"Who gets to
define love and lust?", Feb. 21).
They criticize Benjamin
Swanson for not being able to
"present a decent defense" of
his arguments. Well, as far as
I and many other people are
concerned, your argument is
based In superstition and is
therefore invalid
Additionally, they seem to
be asserting that homosexual
sex is always performed within
the context of a one-night
stand, lust like heterosexuals,
LGBT people do have onenight stands and sex buddies,
but more often than not, sex
is within the context ofloving
long-term relationships.
Now, when they talk about
"true love," I can only assume
lhey are speaking ol romantic
love the bolero -normative
stuff that feeds I lallmark. I also
gather that they equate love
with marriage. Well let's take a
brief look at marriage through
the years.
In the early colonial times,
as with many cultures, marriage was an economic contract
between two families When
a young man came courting

tnenews@bgnews.com.
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FRANKS
From Page 4
disconnected from the
American public,

I see Obama as a president
who will be active in the eye
of the American public and

who will make everyday
citizens feel empowered and
not feed off the power that
we give.
— Respond to Zach (it

thenews@bffiews.com.

Columns from Sean Martin.
Levi Wonder and
Sean Lutzmann

it was the father's decision
whether the man was worthy
of ownership over what was
the father's property. This system remained well in place for
many, many decades.
Then World War II rolled
around, and white middle
class women started working
outside the house. (I specify
white middle class because
women of color and working
class/poor women have always
worked outside the home.)
They were no longer economically dependent on their husbands and families.
This presented a problem. Women who were not
bound to husbands could
not be forced to make babies.
I lowever, everyone still has a
drive to have sex. It produces
extreme feelings of closeness
and euphoria.
So the powers thai be repackaged this idea and said these
feeling that are clearly the
product of lust are "romantic
love." The butterflies in the

stomach, the constant smiling,
the eagerness to always be with
that person: All of these are
products ol our biological urge
to bump uglies.
I hex made this "romantic
love" the reason to continue
getting married. That way. as a
duty to their hubbies dearest,
women will continue to do all
the domestic and reproductive work. All in the name of
a social construct, "love" was
made tangible by a biological
need, lust.
So. who does gets to define
what is love and lust? Is it some
mythical lather figure who
ma) or ma) noi exist or two (or
morel consenting adults who
enjoy each other on many levels [sexually, intellectually
and emotionally)?

Schedule iuy.ect to change

— Corey Stevens
Junior, Sociology

We've got your next place!
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9,2008

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE

Across the street from Offenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - $370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.

Editor Applications
for Editor of The BG News

Are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications.

The following positions are available:

BG News Editor
Summer 2008

BG News Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, March 14 in 204 West Hall

517 E. REED STREET At Thurstin

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One 8ath.
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - $400 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385 00 per month.
One year - $350 00 per month

707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month
One year - $350.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S410.00 per month.
One year - $360 00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month
One year - $410.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $435 00 per month.
One year - $370 00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bath & Extra Vanity
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month
One year - S565.O0 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590 00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W7 Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn Two full baths.
School year - S650 00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.

Unfurnished. I" baths, dishwasher
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555 00 per month.
One year ■ $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

BGSU
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

-.-JOHN

N EWLOVE

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Renlal Office 419-354-2260
Hours. Mon. • Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www.|ohnnewloverealeslale com

NATION/WORLD
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Documents suggest an Iranian
nuclear weapons program
Iranian delegate to the IAEA dismisses documents as 'forgeries'
By George Jjhn
The Associated Press
VIENNA, Austria — The U.N.
nuclear monitoring agency
presented documents yesterday thai diplomats said indicate Iran may have focused on
a nuclear weapons program

"Certainly some
of the dates ...
went beyond
2003."
Simon Smith | Ent.sh dele

after 2003 — the year that a

RONfDMONDS

AP PHOTO

PROTECT AMERICA ACT: President Bush said ho mill delay his five-nation tup to Africa if necessary to help members of the House pass a
bill governing u S eavesdrops on phone calls and e-mails of suspected terrorists

ite House and Congress at odds over
egislation to allow govt eavesdropping
By Bin Fcll.r
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
- Presideni
Bush yesterday lobbied again
for an Intelligence law allowing government eavesdropping
on phone calls and e-mails, as
the tone of the dispute between
the White House and Congress
over terrorist surveillance grew
increasingly sharp.
"To put it bluntly. If the enemy
is calling Into America, we really
need to know what thej re saying,
and we need to know what they're
thinking, and we need to know
who they're talking to." Bush said
at the start of his annual meeting
with the nation's governors at the
White House.
"This isa different kind of Struggle than we've ever faced before.
It's essential that we understand
the mentality of these killers."
Bush said.
The law in question targets

foreign terrorist threats and
allows eavesdropping on com
munications involving people in
the U.S.. so long as those people
are not the intended focus or
target ol the surveillance. I he
latest version of the legislation
expired on I eh. 16, and the rules
revelled to those outlined in the
30-year-old Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance v. i
Hush and t ongress are at
odds over whether to give legal
immunity to companies that
in the past helped the government spj on customers withIIIII court warrants.
Bush wants the House to act on
legislation the Senate has passed.
That bill provides retroactive pro
tection for telecommunications
companies that wiretapped U.S.
phone and computer lines at the
governments request alter the
Sept 11, 2001 terrorist attacks,
without courl permission.
The House version dots not

U.S. intelligence report says
such work slopped.
Iran again denied ever
trying to make such arms.
Ali Ashgar Soltanieh. the
chief Iranian delegate to the
International Atomic Energy
Agency, dismissed the information showcased by the
body as "forgeries."
He and other diplomats, all
linked to the IAEA, commented after a closed-door presentation to the agency's 35-nation
board of intelligence findings
from the U.S. and its allies and
other information purporting

to show Iranian attempts III
make nuclear arms.
\summarized U.S. National
Intelligence Estimate, made
public late lasi year, also
came to the conclusion thai
Tehran was conducting atomic weapons work. Kill il said
the Iranians froze such work
in 2003.
Asked whether board members were shown information
indicating Tehran continued
weapons related
activities
aftei that time, Simon Smith,
the chief British delegate to the
I \i:.\. said: "Certain!) some of

the dates... went beyond 2003."
He did not elaborate. But
another diplomat at the presentation, who agreed to discuss the meeting only if not
quoted by name, said some of
the documentation focused
on an Iranian report on
nuclear activities that some
experts have said could be
related to weapons.
She said it was unclear
whether the project was being
actively worked on in 2004 or
t he report was a review of past
activities. Still, any Iranian
focus on nuclear weapons work
in 2004 would at least indicate
continued interest past the
timeframe outlined in the U.S.
Intelligence estimate.
A senior diplomat who
attended the IAEA meeting
said (hat among the material
shown was an Iranian video
depicting mock-ups of a missile
re-entry vehicle.

provide such immunity
"Our government told them
that theii participation was necessary," Bush said. "And ii was,
and it still is, and that what we had
asked them to do was legal. And
now they're getting sued for billions of dollars, And it's not fair."
The president's pitch was the
latest installment in a long and
increasingly
sharply-worded
debate between Bush and congressional Democrats.

Democrats, in an op-ed piece
yesterday

in The Washington

Post, accused Bush of resorting to "scare tactics and political
games."
'It is clear that he and his
Republican allies, desperate to
distract attention from the economy and other policy failures, are
trving to use this issue to scare
the \mcrican people into believing that congressional Democrats
have left America vulnerable to
terrorist attack," said the article.

GEERT V»ND[N WUNGAtRI
CONTROVERSIAL EVIDENCE: Alireza Jafcradeh. head of a W,isrmgtavt»sod thml tank addresses the meda during a ptess conference The
Iranian opposition movement alleged they had concrete evidence of the existence of Iran's secret nuclear weapons program command headguarters

Airline blamed
for faulty
equipment in
woman's death

we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unfurnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Private Shuttle

By Richard Pyl«
The Associated Press
NEWVORK
\inet let in Airlines
yesterday insisted it Hied lo help
,i passenger who died after complaining she couldn't breathe,
and disputed the account of a
relative who said thai she was
denied oxygen and that medical
dev ices failed.
The airline said the oxygen
tanks and a defibrillator were
working and noted that several
medical professionals on the
(light, including a doctor, tried

tu save passenger Carine Desir,
II. who had hearl disease.
"American Airlines, after
investigation, has determined
that oxygen was administered
on the aircraft, and il was
winking, and the defibrillator
was applied as well," airline
spokesman Charley Wilson
said yesterday.
Desir had complained of not
feelingwellantl being verythirsty
on the Friday flight home from
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, after she
ale a meal, according to Antonio
Oliver, a cousin who was traveling with her and her brother, loci
Desir. A flight attendant gave her
water, he said.
A few minutes later, Desir said
she was having "trouble breathing" and asked for oxygen, but
a flight attendant twice refused
her request, Oliver said.
"Don't let me die," he recalled
her saying.
He said other passengers
aboard flight H9(> became agitated over the situation, and
the flight attendant, apparently
after phone consultation with
the cockpit, tried to administer
oxygen from a portable tank and
mask, but the tank was empty.
Oliver said two doctors and
two nurses were aboard and tried
to administer oxygen from a second lank, which also was empty.
Desir was placed on the floor,
and a nurse iried CPR, Oliver
said. A defibrillator, which he
called a "box," also was applied
but didn't function effectively,
he said.
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SIDELINES

BASKETBALL
Achter named
MAC's Player
of the Week
Kate Achter, a point guard
and a captain of the BG
women's basketball team,
was named MAC Player of
the Week yesterday. It is the

l£ PHOTO

LAYING OUT: Senior Allison Vallas dives for a ball during a game last season Over the weekend, the BG Softball team lost all five of its season-opening games in Chattanooga. Term

third time Achter has won
the award this season and the
fifth time of her career.

BASKETBALL
AP names
Tennessee the
new No. 1
After beating previously
unbeaten Memphis on the
road Saturday night, the
Tennessee men's basketball
team was named the new No

BG Softball goes winless in season-opening tournament
By Sean Shapiro

Reporter
111 a disappointing weekend, Falcon
softhall dropped all five games at
the ( liattanooga classic.
hit lit; it was far from what they
had hoped for to start the season,

as the defense seemed to be an
Achilles luvl in all five games.
'(llniousry we anticipated a link'

better start than we had, hut more
importantly I wanted to get a couple
different line-ups out on the field,"
head coach Shannon Salsburg said.
In the tournament opener
the falcons laced oft' against the
Ijpscotnb lady Bisons, dropping
the game 10-9 in an offensive display by both teams. The Falcons
started off the game nearly matching lipscomb nin for ntn for the

first five innings.
In the sixth, after the falcons'
1 layley Wicmer homered in three
runs. Lipscomb was able to get to
pitcher Melissa lion for five runs
— in large thanks to several RBI singles— taking a 10-7lead. In the seventh, the falcons came close, putting together a small two-nin rally
that was finally ended by an Allison
Vallas IK liall with two runners on.

"Offensively wedid put some runs
on the board, we left a lot of base
runners, which shows we're getting
people on |and| we just have to
come through with the clutch hit,"
Salsburg said.
BG's second opponent came
Saturday morning against East
Tennessee State in what proved
to be the Falcons' closest game of
the weekend. Hie game was lost

for the l-.dcons on the defensive
end as they recorded three total
errors despite only two earned tuns
allowed b\ liott.
Falcon bats were also ixiffled in
the game bv last lennesvv pitcher
Marissa I lardy, who Struck out 11
and only allowed six hits.
See SOFTBALL | Page 9

l team in the country by The
Associated Press yesterday.
Page 8

Off on the
wrong foot

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports Blog for updates
and information on all your
favorite BG teams.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

Falcons drop two of three
games to W. Kentud

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's golf:

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Wexford Plantation
Intercollegiate; All day

The men's baseball team did
not meet its own expectations
this weekend.
Going into their seasonopening series with Western
Kentucky in Bowling Green, Ky.,
most of the players believed
the) would be able to win two
out of three games
Instead, the Hilltoppers (2-1)
turned the tables on the Falcons
(1 -2) to lake two out of three.
WKl) jumped out to a lead
in all three games, including a
4-0 advantage on both Friday
and Saturday.
On Friday, the Falcons were
unable to overcome six shutout innings by Westerns starting pitcher Matt Hidings who
allowed a single unearned run

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1981—Eighty-four penalties are assessed for an NHL
brawl between Minnesota
and Boston.

The List
Remember when Dwight
Howard rocked the Slam
Dunk Contest? In his belated
honor, we're listing the five
best dunkers ever.

SWING AWAY: BG infieldei Ryan Shay (above) had two hits in Fridays loss to the Hilltoppers

while striking out eight. Nick

CantreU was charged with the
loss for B(i after he gave up six
mns in less than four innings,
though only two of those runs
wrii'earned.
\i the plate, Chad (regar led
the way for the Hilltoppers. He
had a single and a home run in
four at-bats, and drove home
fourofWKU's final II runs.
BGwas forced to manufacture
all four of its mils in the 11 -4 loss.
Derek Spencer and Ryan Sha\
each had two hits in a game that
saw 1H Falcons in action.
If that nuiiihei seems high
for a nine-inning college game,
it looked even higher after
Saturday's lengthy game.
BG coach Danny SchmitZ
See BASEBALL; Page8

1. Michael Jordan:
He was great back when
the dunk contest was still
taken seriously.

2. Dominique
Wilkins: "The Human
Highlight Film" invented the
windmill dunk.
3. Vince Carter: He
re-legitimized the contest
in 2000.

4. Spud Webb: The
guy is only 5-foot-8. so when
he dunked, it was awesome.

5. Julius Erving:
J." was the innovator of the
highlightreel
dunk.

,*«8c!*fc_

Swimmers take sixth at MAC Championship
By Andrew Harner
Reporter
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a
smallest
the conference,"
Howard
said.
"I'Fhese
selectionsl show thai
we have swimmers on our team
thai can compete
with anybody."
The
MAC
Championships
started
on
Wednesday, and
BG came out
strong and ready

While they finished in sixth place
at the Mid-American Conference
Championships. BG's swimming and diving team did enjoy
Alisha
several individual achieveYee
ments in Buffalo, including two
Named First
All-MAC selections.
"Our meet was a huge success.'' Team Allassistant coach Mark Howard said.
MAC for the
"We had some swims that we could
second year
not even imagine."
in a row
lunior Alisha Yee and senior
co-captain Michael Carriaga had
some of those great swims.
lo swim.
The 200-yard medley relay team
Yee was named First Team AllMAC: for the second consecutive of Carriaga, Yee, Meg Richardson
year after swimming to three indi- and Frankie llouck broke their
vidual medals and swimming in own school record of 1:44.94 as
three relays.
they finished fifth in 1:44.40.
Carriaga was named to the
BG also finished fifth in the
Second Team All-MAC on the 800-yard freestyle relay as Yee, len
strength of her two individual Wright, Sami Jordan and Sarah
medals and relay races, and she Burston swam to a lime of 7:31.50.
feels she was just one race away
"We had girls Fighting for spots
from being named to the first team (ontherelays|atthemeel."Howard
with Yee.
said. "It is nice to have that depth."
On Thursday, the Falcons had
"If I would have made Finals in
my last event, 1 would probably be two individual medal winners and
first team." Carriaga said.
another strong relay showing.

Yee set a new
personal best rime
and finished secondiiithe200-yard
individual medley.
Her lime of 2:04.01
beat her old perMichael
sonal best by more
Carriaga
than a second.
Named to
Carriaga also
sel a new personal
the Second
best time in the
Team Allsame race as she
MAC for the
finished third to
first time
Yee. Her time of
2:04.29 was more
t ban t hree seconds better than her
previous best, and she earned her
third career medal.
"I've had one medal from a relay
last year and a medal from the year
before," Carriaga said. "But it was a
much bigger deal thisyearbecause
it's my last year."
Later in the day, the 200-yard
freestyle relay, Richardson, Wright,
Jordan and Carrie F.nright, Finished sixth in 1:35.17.
Yee and Carriaga continued to
See SWIMMING | Page 9

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

LONE BLEMISH: Western Michigan is the only MAC team to beat BG this season

Western Michigan hands
BG first conference loss
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

Despite recording their secondhighest score of the season, the
liOcons still failed to keep a parfact record in MAC play as they fell
to the Western Michigan Broncos.
"1 think our team did a great job
it was really nice to go on the road
and almost score the same score

that we got Lust weekend, and it
was our highest road score," said
head coach Kerne Beach.
Western Michigan was able to
squeeze out a slim victory 193.400
193.075 in their best meet of file
season, improving to a 2-2 confer
once record, good for 3-8 overall.
See GYMNASTS 1 Page 9
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KNOCKED OFF:

n Saturdiy. The Tigers were the last unbeaten team in Division 1-A men's basketball

RG NEWS FI1E PHOIO

HIT UP: BG pitcher Dusty Hawl struck out Foui batters but allowed five luns Saturday

Memphis dethroned; Tennessee takes AP's No. 1 spot BASEBALL
From Paqe 7
By Jim O Connrll

North Carolina (26-2). which
was No. 1 in the preseason |xill
and lot tlie first 10 weeks of the
regular season, stayed third after
wins over North Carolina Slate and
W.ikeloresl. The litr 1 leels received
two first-place sons, while IK'IA
(24-3), which jumped from sixth to
fourth after wins c iver (hegon Slate
and Oregon last week, was No. 1 on
one liallni.
There was some history made
near the bottom of the rankings
as well yesterday with Ken) State
(23-5) moving inlo the Top 25 for
the firs! time. The Golden Flashes
were No, 23 after their 65-57 Victory at Saint Man's. Calif, on

lennessee surged to the "'l' "'
rhc Vssociated Press college
basketball pull foi the Brsi lime
yesterda) on tin1 strength nt Its
\iilorj ovei Memphis in a Nos.
i vs _' matchup.
The ii»iii'.iii team at lennessee
has been ranked No 1 during foui
seasons, including two national
tnli-. i in- women's basketball program has Ixvn a regular atop thai
pull since 1977, winning seven
national championships mult'i
coach Rit Siiniiiiiii.

Mow its the men's turn.
I he Volunteers [25-21 werca runa\vay choke, receiving 69 Drst-place
votes and 1,797 points from the
72 member national media panel
aftei .i 66-62 victor) ai Memphis
rennessee is the 53rd school to
huki the \n I ranking since the
poll began for the 1948-49 season,
I hi' response has been over
whelming here," Tennessee coach
Bruce Pearl said yesterday The
game Saturday there'll always bea
lot HI t.ilk oi where were you when
they lira! Memphis to become No
1? It was that kmil nl I'M'iit sn it will
have some staying power, hut for
us there will be Bute staving power
because we have to go play ai
vanderbili on luesdaj where they
have won 17 straight games,
"The lad thai metis basketball
was able to get to this point jus)
drinks us In line with tin- othei
spoils here turn's and women's, like Softball and track and
field. I his is the expectation ai
fennessee and thai you ran poini

Saturday night.

ALAN

FIRST TIMERS:

SPEARMAN

ketbal team had nevei been ranked No I before

in those different sports is why
lennessee is one ol the finest ath
li'tii programs in ihecountrj and
thisiiiiK adds tu thai
Memphis 26 I . whfc h lost for
tin' first time this season when

Ieniiessei'i'iiili'ditsl7-i;aini'h<mir
winning streak, had been ranked
No, I for the |iast Eve weeks, the
last three as a unanimous rhoice.
i he ngerswere No. 2 and received
I £82 points.

li'Niis moved up two s|xits In filth.
Kansas, which lust at Oklahoma
Slate on Saturday, and Duke,
which snapped a two-game losing
streak with a win over St lulm's on
Saturday, both dropped two spots
in sixth and seventh, respectively
Stanford, Xavier and Wisconsin
rounded mil the top 10.
Georgetown moved up one
place to lllh and was followed
In Indiana, Louisville, Butler.
Connecticut, Purdue, Notre Dame,
\andeihilt, Michigan State and
Drake,The last five ranked teams
were Marquette, Washington
Stale. Kent Stale, Gonzaga and
Saint Marys,
Gonzaga (21-6) was the weeks
oilier newcomer. The Bulldogs.
who were 14th in the preseason
poll, returned alter a nine week
absence. They have won 12 of
their lasi 15. with the losses coming In lennessee. Memphis and
Saint Mary's

"Saturday we went 12
innings, so we started
using our bench later

employed 16 of his players in
a 12-inning, 12-9 win. but each
one seemed to play a key role
on. All the position
in the exciting road victory. The
I Whoppers once again had a
players played over
four-run inning early on, but
this time the Falcons were ready the weekend, which
lo answer.
In the fourth and fifth innings. was definitely a good
BG rallied for seven runs on
doubles by Frank Hern, and thing, but we need to
MarkGalvin.
"We got some key hils today.
improve overall."
yesterday we had base runners,
bul couldn't gel thai big one Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach
out or two-out hit" said Hem.
"Today we got the big hits and we
the inning before he had been
got the job done."
warming up a few pitchers down
It didn't look as if the falcons
in the bullpen before he got the
would get the job done in the
call from coach Schmitz
ninth inning when they let a
Thus, the versatility of the
four-mn Western rally lake the
Falcon roster emerged as one nl
game into extra innings.
However. Berry, who trans- the lew [xisitiviMin the weekend.
"Saturday we went 12
ferred this year from longwood
innings, so we started using
University, came In and pitched
our bench later on," said
three scoreless extra innings to
coach Schmitz. "All the posishutdown any further Hilltoppet
tion players played over the
offense.
"Dusty did a good job pitch- weekend, which was definitely a good thing, bul we need
ing the whole time." said Berry
to keep improving overall."
of teammate Dusty Hawk who
Still, the resiliency ol the
struck out four, but allowed five
earned runs late in the game. team showed through in
some areas, especially during
"He just got a little tired there at
Saturdays rallies.
the end I had been wanning up
"We just fought back alter
the inning before he got died, so
a couple mental errors early,
I was ready in go and just tried lo
and we didn't quit.' said Logan
keep warm [at first base] before i
Meisler who went ,i lor-7 on
went in to pilch."
Saturday, including a 12th
After Berry made the move
inning double, and also scored
from the field to the mound in
the ninth, the score remained !>- two runs in the lone BG win.
9 until the top of the 12th when "Were energized for tomorrow
the falcons came to bat.
because today look a lot out
of both learns, but we got the
Derek Spencer punched a sin
belter of it."
gle to the right side, advanced on
Apparently the falcons
a Calvin groundnut and scored
didn't take quite enough out
on David Borchcrdl's key one
of Western Kentucky because
out single to right center. Ryan
the 1 lilltnppers came back with
Shay came through with another
single to bring home Borcherdl
a 14-9 win on Sunday. Marty
Baird. Patrick Martin, Phil
and BrandonMclarland.
Borcherdt's hit was particu- HettJinger, and Charles Wooten
combined to give up 12 earned
larly impressive in the chilly
runs on the afternoon.
Kentucky afternoon because

quote of the day...
"Todd Packer and I are total B.F.F.: Best Friends
Forever. He and I came up together as salesmen.
One time we were out and we met this set of twins
and Packer told them that we were brothers. And so,
you know, one thing led to another; we brought them
back to the hotel and then Packer did both of them. It
was awesome!" - Michael Scott

*. Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent Online! • Friendly Staff!

«~Y0UR TICKET^
TO A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE!

;

WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
.COMING SOON: BY AUGUST 2008
Kitchen Cabinets w/built

— Want to be a Winner? —

in Dishwasher, and microwaves

Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com.
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. Hours: M thru Th. 8-6, Fri 8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun 12-3
419-352-9135
winlfirop@gerrJenich.com

Get Connected!
Head The BG News daily
and gci immediate updates online @
www.bgnews.com

NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available • All & All, Just a Really Nice Place to Live!!!

\

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Contending Blue Jackets await trade deadline

SOFTBALL
From Paqe 7
Excitement picked up in the
game in the seventh "lien East
Icnncssec tied up the game at 2
after another IK < emir. In the top of
the eighth it seemed its if B( I would
take the win as the ream scored two
nms on a pair of hits. In the bottom
of the inning, Bolt allowed her first
earned ntnsof tlicgamc two RBI
singles to left field.
liasl Tennessee took the game
as new pitcher Uida /ines relieved
Kolt.onrylow-alkiiithcwinnrngniii
with the Ixiscs loaded, dropping the
falcons to0-2 on the weekend.
Saturday); nightcap against host
Chattanooga proved to lx' another
array of problems for falcon fielders
as they recorded three more emirs
in a 4-1 loss. BO aLso had tniubles
at bat as well, white Chattanooga
pitcher Bnxik loudemiilk limited
the falcons to four hits and struck
out 15. BC's lone nin came in the
third inning as Vallas homered to
right field.
/Ml of the falcons' field stniggles
climaxed in their fourth game
against Iowa State, where the)
ax'orded five emits in a (HI shutout
loss. ISO's snuggles continued as
another pitching staff limited them
to less than live hits, this time holding them to three.
"Defensively, hands down that's
what killed us this weekend. We
weren't attacking the ball, and when
you play back, the ball plays you,"
Salsburgsaid,
Despite the final score the
falcons kept it close for the first
three innings at a 0-0 deadkx-k until
the I lawkeves were able to blow it

From Paqe 7
After die loss, B(i now sits al
7-3 overall and 3-1 in conference
competition.
In the first rotation the falcons
were able to jump out lo an early
lead on the bars, where they
recorded a team scon- of 48.506
and were led by Morgan Balzer and
Breanne Guy. who lied for first in
die event widi Western's Krisiine
(ialxirino, all with Sena's of 9.75.

By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS. Ohio — When the
Columbus Blue Jackets arrived
at practice on Monday, they
had numbers skating around
in their heads: five points out
the last playoff spot, 18 games
remaining, 24 hours left to the
trade deadline.
"In some ways it's a very exciting time and in other ways it's
very nerve-racking," coach Ken
Hitchcock said yesterday. "I find
the players at this time of the
year, forthe next 24 hours, they're
ratherdistant.lt'sdifficulttokeep
their focus right now."
No wonder. There are rumors
flying all over North America
about trades, if not involving
Columbus players then certainly
about the teams surrounding
them in the standings.
The Blue Jackets find themselves in the thick of the playoff
race — they started the week
I lth in the Western Conference.
breathing down the necks of the
eighth-place Nashville Predators
— for the first time in franchise
history. They're also coming off
one of the high-water marks in
the team's seven seasons, back
to-back wins on the road againsi
Ottawa and Montreal, two of the
bullies in the last.
The players have heard the
speculation that Columbus is
amonga handful of teams trying
to swing a deal to get Tampa Bay
Lightning center Brad Richards
before the trade deadline al 3
p.m. today.
The dreamers Imagine what it
would be like to put Richards on
the same line with current Blue
Jackets stars like Hick Nash and
Nikolai Zherdev. Others won
der how the move might hurt a
young team or how many of their
teammates might end up going

up on the vault beam and floor, but
realty to come away with the win
on beam was great." Beach said.
Other than Gambles perfornianceonthc floor, Morgan lial/er's
9.750 and Benihardt who won the
evenl with a 9.1125 also aided BG.
Overall on the fltxir, the falcons
recorded a 48.325 — their second
highest score of lite season.
As IliKir turned out lo lx' one
of their Ixst events of the evening,
Western also pcrfonncd well on
the Boot allowing them to take
the lead and the match in the final
rotation while BG had ils worst
performance on the beam.
liven though Gamble did win
the Ix'am individually with a 9.775
as a team, the falcons smiggled.
recording one of their lowest season scores of 47.800, compared to
Western who recorded a 48.300 on
the floor at the same time.
HI i also received a sluing performance from (iuy in the all-around
as she recorded a career high of
38.575, good for second in the
comix'iition.
following the loss, the falcons
head on tlie mad next weekend
for a lough two-game road trip at
Kent State Iriclay and Ivnn State
Saturdav in a four-team meet.

GYMNASTS

While the falcons occupied the
bars, Western pcrfonncd well on
the vault, scoring -18.550 to take an
early lead.
On the second rotation, IK! per
formed well on the vault — led
by senior Jacquelvn llenibardt and
Guy, who scored a 9.800 and 9.75
respeclively. Benihardt ended up
lying lor second in the event while
dm ■finished fourth
In the final two events, the
beam and the floor, the 1-alcons
saw the emergence (if sophomore
Oueenita Gamble as a team leader,
taking first place on the beam and
second on the floor.
"She just had an incredible pel
foniiance. we really saw her slep
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ROAD WARRIORS: I he Columbus Blue Jackets have won back to-back road games against Montreal and Ottawa
to the lightning in the deal.
There's big names nut there
right now. and some big teams
looking to make some moves,"
Nash said. "It's going In be an
exciting time here."
Anxious might beabetterword
than exciting when it comes to

general manager Scotl Howson,

"Defensively, hands
down that's what
killed us
this weekend."

open with two unearned runs in
the fourth followed li\ three ions
iii the filth and one to cap it off in
the sixth.
In BGstinal game c/the weekend
they finally found their Ixits again,
bin a little too late as they dropped
thegame4-3 roSt Rands(Fft). l« I
recorded their second highest hit
total of the weekend with eight the
same as St Rands.
In the weekend finale BG had
ils best offensive inning of the
weekend, scoring three runs in the
seventh in an attempt to catch St
Francis, Jessica Smilli was on the
mound for the win for St Rands
while Melissa Bon got hei third start
and loss of the weekend
Despite the loss coach Satsburg
was able to find some positive
points from the weekend including eight freshmen making their
collegiate debut and the offense
Ix'ing able to generate some hits
earlier in the weekend
'We tixik a lot of first pitch strikes,
we hau'tulx'aggressive Hull's one
of the keys ID our leani, and when
you sit Ixick and get deep in the
count, it gets a lot tougher to hit."
Salsburg slid.
Inflowing this tournament B()
lias two weeks to improve, as die
team's next tournament is the U,n
Eagle Classic in Auburn, Ala.

"1 keep telling everybody that
I feel pretty fortunate that I'm
not the one who has to make
decisions around here,'' forward
Manny Malholra said. "We are
in the Iplayofll hunt and ue are

playing some good hockey, so It's
a matter of, do they feel that we
have what il lakes or not?"

SWIMMING
Ftom Paqe 7
pace the falcons on Fridaj as
they both earned their second
Individual medals of the meet
Vee, who had been undefeated In the 100-yard backstroke
this season, didn't quite get hei
seventh victory ill the race, hut
she did finish third with a dme
of 5554. In the preliminaries,
hei time ol 55.30 set new \1 \l

and BG records,
Carriaga earned her second

medal In the 100-yard fh by
taking second inapersonal best
time of 56.16, which Howard
called "amazing."
Ill i also had some other
high finishers on the day as
Ionian took fourth in the 100yard backstroke, and the 400yard medley relay team of Yee,
Carriaga, Wright and Christina
Vaca finished sixth in 3:48.22.

It's no secret that the Blue
lackets— like nearly every other
team — covet Richards, who is
just 27 bin in 2004 WOll a Stanley
Cup and Conn Smythe Trophy
(MVP of the finals) in addition to
a Lady Byng Memorial Trophy,
the Mil's "sportsmanship and
gentlemanly conduct" award.

3
2
4

huge success. We
that we could not
even imagine."
tani oach

6

best time of the meet (2:00.711
and a second place finish.
Ionian also finished ninth in
thai race.
I he Inline is hers." Howard
said of Yee "Her work ethic
is one of the strongest I have

3
7
6
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

On the final day of the meet
Yee again swam strong, garnering her third top-three finish of
lhe meet.
In the 200-yard backstroke.
Vfee swam to her third personal
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"Our meet was a
had some swims
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Create and solve your
Sudoko puzzles for FBEE

PRIZESUDOKUco

ever seen"

free ultra bulb tanning dome
washer and dryer in every unit
individual leasing by the bedroom
microwave, dishwasher & disposal
furnished apartments available
free ethernet in each bedroom
resort-style swimming pool
oversized hot tub
state-of-the-art computer center
state-of-the-art fitness center
game room with billiards table
basketball court
sand volleyball court
24 hour emergency maintenance

Eva Marie Saint was president of what sorority?
a. Delia Gamma
b. Alpha Phi
c. Alpha Chi Omega
d. Lambda Lambda Lambda

9 MONTH LEASES
RATES AS LOW AS $290
LEASE RATE GUARANTEE

on site management

puiuipc) P)|8fl '9 jaMsue

Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.
Answer all five questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer fot Friday's quiz.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Animal rights activists angered as

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

South Africa allows elephant killing
nil rORIA, South Vfrica (AP)
South Africa said it will allow
elephants ti> be killed to cor
irol theii population, reversing
,i 1994 ban and immediately
drawing criticism from animal
rights activists.
In a governmeni statement
given to reporters yesterday,
killing elephants i-- described
as one waj ol managing grow
ing populations,
I he governmeni in 1994

The BG News
■

i

banned culling the elephant
population.
Since then, however, the
number of the giant beasts In
t he country has ballooned from
8.000 to more than 20,000.
I he new policy becomes official Friday.
Animal
rights
defenders
threatened to tall for tourist
boycotts and protests, along
with possible legal action
against the measure.

Help Wanted

CWified Ads • 419-572-6977

DENIS FARMU
BIG NEWS: An elephant wanders m Tembe
Elephant Park. South Africa will allow the kilinq of elephants lor the fust time since I994

Help Wanted

■

■

■

■

■

■

'BARTENDING1 up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed'
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lobikan.com

Travel
SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES"
Ytbtravel com/|Win
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CAI 1 II!) ,'90-7804

Personals
Every Wed night at DiBenedelto s
4pm to close Spaghetti dinner.
. :o or mannara.
Iresh baked garlic bread, tossed
- S6 49. eat in
only
HELP WIN 520 000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
www bgdancemarathon com
HELP WIN S20.000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
.vww bgdancemaralhon.com
HELP WIN S20.000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
www bgdancemarathon com
HELP WIN SZ0.000 FOR
Children's Miracle Network
www bgdancemaratbon.com
HELP WIN S20.000 FOR
Children s Miracle Network
WWW BGDANCEMARATHON COM

Wanted
Summer subleaser wanted 30 sec
walk to campus Room furnished
S345 mo Free utilities 440-477-4056

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Dancers Wanted!1 Need SSS. Make
big SSS Flex schedules No experience needed Must be 18 yrs Call
419-476-9615
Perrysburg tamily seeks childcare &
house keeping tor family. 11am-7pm.
Mon - Fn S8 per hr 419-872-6222
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors Including gym floors
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle ol August
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and floor
sanding machines Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and an work and applying gym floor
finish We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work Job pays S8
per hour You can expect between
40-50 hours per week Hours can be
flexible Must be punctual and reliable and willing to accept responsibility Please contact Joe Koch.
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-825-1714
WILL YOU NEED MONEY
AFTER SPRING BREAK????
" START MARCH 10TH "
WORK OUTSIDE WITH
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN
StVHR GUARANTEED!!
■WEEKLY BONUS AS WELLWORK UNTIL END OF SEMESTER
NIGHTS 3-9PM & SATURDAYS
YOU PICK THE DAYS!!
•MUST HAVE
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND NEAT APPEARANCECALL KRIS <B 419-261-6034

SUMMER & FULL-TIME POSITIONS

Earn S600-S3200 a month lo drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn 520-S100 to test and play new
video games, www videogamepay
com

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs ot the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals for the following positions:
Classroom Aide II - Bowling
Green-CAII/BG/CT Responsible for
assiting classroom teachers with the
daily operations of Early Childhood
programs in a m. or p.m. session in
compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements Required high school diploma
or GED. up lo one year experience
early childhood development, up to
one year experience m word processing and internet software There
are several openings Year Round.
Part-time, avg 20 - 27 5 hrsAvk.
S7 65/hr
Teacher Assistant - Bowling
Green- TA/BG/HM Responsible for
assiting teachers with the daily operations of a classroom in compliance with all policies, procedures. IIcesning. and funding requirements
Required high school diploma or
GED and commitment to obtain CDA
within one year; up to one-year experience and/or training in early
childhood development; up to
one-year experience with word processing and Internet software, or
equivalent combination ot education
and experience There are several
openings Year round, part-time,
avg 27.5 hrs/wk. or seasonal
part-time, avg 25 hrs/wk S8l5/hr
Send resume by March 7. 2008 to
WSOS CAC. Attn HR -(Indicate position) P O Box 590. Fremont. Ohio
43420 Affirmative Action EmployerM/F/Vet/Disab

BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS:
SERVERS
BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS/GROUNDSKEEPER
LIFEGUARDS
RECEPTIONIST/COMPUTER
LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS FLEXIBLE HOURS'
EXCELLENT PAY
INTERVIEW NOW FOR BEST POSITIONS:
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER OH 44116
(440)333-1155
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC

IV2 Blocks From Campus

Studios & 1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
Si 00 off your first month's rent!
C/A, Pels Welcome
Short Term Leases Avail
419-352 7691

<>■
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ACROSS

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
33
34
36
37
38
41
44

1

Fraudulent scheme
Quickly!
Chopin piece
Residence
Pol's concern
Calliope and Clio
Iridescent gem
Soprano Gluck
Beginning
Start of Sinclair Lewis quote
Quarterback Manning
Inc. in Liverpool
Bridge support
Old newspaper sections
Lots
Corn unit
Condition of balance
River inlet
Pond plant
Part 2 of quote
Festive affair
Innovative

45
49
50
52
53
55
57
58
61
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1 April events
2 Mernber of a flight crew
3 Poisonous mushroom
4 Thaw
5 Asunder
6 Geometric figures
7 Supplicant's request
8 Banana relative
9 Hams it up
10 Albacore and bluefin
11 Amer. ship designation
12 Ruby or Sandra
13NYChrs.
47
21 Borden bovine
48
22 Make a minister
50
26
Aviv-Jaffa
51
27 Act the straggler
54
28 Memorable period
56
30 Greek peak
59
32 Russell or Cameron
60
35 Serenaded
61
37 Concerning
62
39 One who chooses
63
40 Buccaneer's home
41 Actress Sea la
42 Madison Ave. items
43 Distinct piece of land
46 Clip before the flick

Talk incessantly
Altar sentence
Eyed covetously
Code creator
Semitic fertility goddess
Talk informally
24-hr. banker
End of quote
Jeweled crown
Paper mulberry tree bark
Arm bone
Nincompoop
Oil cartel
Deer head?
Pooh's creator
Fragrant bloom
College res.

Neighbor of Latvia
Leftover piece
Flowery
Stone fruits
Copland or Burr
Swiftly
Mafia bigwig
Gang territory
Funnyman Allen
A mean Am in
Trouble
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S1 Tacos All Day Tuesday
■ 6 per customer

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.
Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

MEXICAN GRILL

419.353.7200
Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
SAVE LAKE ERIE
419-806-4298

* 3 bdrm available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail May or August
For more info call 419-354-9470

3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yard Avail 8/1 /08-7/
31/09 S812 mo (419)308-2406

Hiring servers, experience desired
but not necessary Apply in person at
Johnny Rockets 4115 Lens Commons. Perrysburg OH

" 07-08 SY MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms
729 4th St 4 BDRM C/A W/D
307 5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as S225 00
See CartyRentals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325

3 bedrm 404 S College $650 per
month, plus utilities Available Aug
419-352-4850.

The Wood County Juvenile Detention Center is accepting applications
lor the position ol part-time DETENTION OFFICER. Responsibilities include supervising detained residents
to ensure the safety security health
and welfare of all detained residents
and stall This position is also responsible for maintaining full compliance with local, state and federal
regulatory requirements and ensuring that all work duties are performed
in accordance with the Detention
Center's established policies and
procedures Candidales mu9t possess a high school diploma College
coursework m Criminal Justice or a
related field or other related job experience is preferred Minimum age
of applicants must be 21 or older
The starting rale of pay is $10.27
hour Resumes to be sent to Judith
Schember. Shift Supervisor. 11120
East Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling
Green. Ohio 43402. telephone (419)
352-3554. or email al
|Schember(">co wood oh us
WOOD COUNTY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Pet Friendly1
Free Heat! Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St • 4 BR House
S1440 ♦ util.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$945 ♦ util
613 5th-3 BR House
S795 + util
609 5th - 3 BR House
S900 * util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bedrm 404 1/2 S College S675
per mo . plus utilities AC. WD
Avail Aug (419)352-6948

For Sale

2 houses on Derby Ave Huge 4
bdrm.. Ivg rm. plus 3 bonus rms. .
W/D hookup Zoned lor 3. S775 mo
plus util Avail June.
Nice 3 bdrm.. 2 baths newer ranch
home W/D hook up. skylights No
pets
Avail
Aug
S900 mo
419-353-0326

Original movie posters. Large collection email postersbg@gmail.com
for a complete list

3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456

E

426 E Wooster. Lg 1 bdrm apt
Avail Fall S475/mo . util's included
419-352-5882
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen, lots
of parking S4IOmo & elec No pets
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
www bgapartments com
Large 4 Bdrm House. 149 S Prospect St. washer/dryer hook up. close
to campus, avail 8/15/08 SI050 *util
419-353-1556
Last apartment. 4 bedrooms, 2 bath
Small pets o k $1000 per month
(419)308-3525
LOW PRICE ■ CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 I block from campus 239
Manville. 3 bdrm . 1 bath, good cond
$650 mo Sm pet (419)352-9392
1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May & August 08, 1 yr lease
5th St or closer to campus.
Pets considered. (419)409-1110

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing
health service

meccabg.com

VDIvMon of Stud.ni Affairs
Bowling Grnn Statt UnJvarsfiy

2 Bedroom Houses

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• 315 '/2 S. Main-$410
319 S. Main - $410
131 E. Merry St. - $585

